Global Researchers Advancing
Catholic Education (G.R.A.C.E.)

A Research Collaborative & Community
of Practice in Service of Catholic Schools

Pope's Meeting with G.R.A.C.E. Delegation
Excerpts from Remarks by Pope Francis
"I liked that vision of education — I’ll
say it with my own words — in
tension between risk and security.
What you do is a beautiful thing. We
must break that idea of education
which holds that educating means
filling one’s head with ideas. That’s
the way we educate automatons,
cerebral minds, not people.
Educating is taking a risk in the
tension between the mind, the heart
and the hands: in harmony, to the
point of thinking what I feel and do;
feeling what I think and do; of doing
what I feel and think. It’s a balance.”
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“There is a poet from my
homeland who says
something beautiful:
“Everything the tree has
produced comes from
what it has underground”.
Without roots, there is no
moving forward. It is only
through roots that we
become people... This is
the true tradition: taking
from the past to move
forward. Tradition is not
static: it is dynamic, aimed
at moving forward.”

Source: Remarks from Pope Francis with a delegation from Global Researchs
Advancing Catholic Education, April 21, 2022.

Five Partners
For more information, visit our websites

Global Researchers Advancing Catholic Education (G.R.A.C.E.) is an
international research-based partnership offering academics and
everyone interested in a new, integrated and revitalized approach
to Catholic education the opportunity to collaborate in the analysis
of the challenges and opportunities facing Catholic schools.
Click on the logos to access the websites.

This brochure was designed by the volunteer
team at Global Catholic Education.

Recent Webinar Series
Catholic Education in Africa

Most recording of G.R.A.C.E. webinars are available at
https://www.bc.edu/content/bc-web/schools/lynchschool/sites/roche/Programs/GRACE.html.

Recent Webinar Series
Catholic Education in Detraditionalized Contexts

Most recording of G.R.A.C.E. webinars are available at
https://www.bc.edu/content/bc-web/schools/lynchschool/sites/roche/Programs/GRACE.html.

Research & Community of Practice
Doctoral Programs with Scholarships
All four partner universities offer doctoral programs.

Research
G.R.A.C.E. members publish extensively, edit special issues or
symposia for journals, and produce a range of books and reports.

Examples of
recent special
issues or symposia
for journals

Examples of
recent
global reports

A selection of global reports, compilation of interviews, and links to special issues
of journals is available at https://www.globalcatholiceducation.org/.

Statistics about Catholic Education
Global enrollment in Catholic education in 2020
68.0 million students, including 34.6 million in primary school
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The 5 top countries by enrolment at the preschool, primary, and secondary levels are
all low or lower-middle income:
DR Congo, Kenya, Malawi, India, Uganda
(income classification from the World Bank)
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Selected statistics on the contributions of Catholic schools
and universities from Global Catholic Education Reports
Contributions to education systems
In sub-Saharan Africa, 11.0% of all primary school students are in a Catholic school
In low income countries, 13.7% of all primary school students are in a Catholic school
Catholic education contributes to education pluralism and the right to education
In many Catholic schools, student learning tends to be comparatively higher
Contributions to communities
Catholic schools and universities emphasize values and integral human development
Catholic schools and universities enroll children from all backgrounds and faiths
Economic contributions
Budget savings for states of more than US$ 100 billion (PPP) per year in 38 countries
Contribution to the future earnings of today's workers of at least US$12 trillion

Source: Global Catholic Education Report 2021: Education Pluralism, Learning
Poverty, and the Right to Education and 2020 Statistical Yearbook of the Church.

Global Compact on Education: 7 Commitments
Vademecum, Congregation for Catholic Education

Source: Global Compact on Education - Vademecum, Congregation for Catholic
Education, Rome, 2021.

World Catholic Education Day
Day of the Ascension, 40 days after Easter

The principle of celebrating World Catholic Education Day was adopted
in 2002 at the World Congress of OIEC held that year in Brasilia.
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